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D-LINK UNVEILS FIRST GIGABIT GAMING ROUTER™: LAG IS NO LONGER AN
EXCUSE™
New D-Link Gaming Router Features GameFuel™ Priority Technologies to Minimize InGame Lag for the Ultimate Online Gaming Experience
Sydney, Australia, September 28, 2005 — D-Link, the global leader in design, development and
manufacturing of networking, broadband, wireless and communications technologies for the
SOHO, SMB and enterprise markets, today announced the industry's first wireless Gaming Router,
GamerLounge enabling, online games to be given precedence for bandwidth over all other Internet
applications, email and FTP transfers.
"Designed with gamers in mind, the GamerLounge router surpasses the high-performance
demands of today's video games with the fusion of D-Link GameFuel technologies, Gigabit LAN
ports and up to 108Mbps WLAN connectivity," said Maurice Famularo, Marketing Director of D-Link
Australia and New Zealand. "When playing an online game where every millisecond counts,
gamers need the fastest router available to give them a competitive edge."
GamerLounge features D-Link GameFuel priority technologies, a new intelligent packet processing
engine integrated directly on the router which enables superior multitasking to each device on the
network to perform heavy data transfers without compromising the gaming traffic. Optimized for
PC, Xbox™ and PlayStation®2 games, the D-Link GamerLounge wireless router provides gamers
with increased control to maximize online performance for the ultimate "no lag" gaming experience.
The D-Link GamerLounge wireless router enables users to set up a high-performance gaming
network that offers the fastest wired and wireless speeds available from a single broadband device.
The game-centric user interface of the Gaming Router allows for the configuration of multiple ports

or port ranges simply by selecting the game title from a menu. With an easy to use, Flash-based
Web interface, the D-Link GamerLounge wireless router can be accessed quickly to change
settings and adjust performance for individual applications.
The D-Link GamerLounge wireless router is also the first router to brandish four 1000Mbps Gigabit
Ethernet ports with up to 108Mbps 802.11g wireless connectivity for blazing fast LAN party and
WLAN connections.
Delivering sophisticated firewall protection, the D-Link GamerLounge wireless router is easily
configured through the advanced features section of the product's web-based interface. The router
features a high performance CPU to support advanced management features such as MAC
address authentication, Stateful Packet Inspection (SPI) and Content Filtering. The D-Link
GamerLounge wireless router features robust security to protect the wireless network from
intruders, supporting the latest wireless networking security standards, including WEP encryption
and Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) support for both 802.1x and WPA-PSK.
Pricing
Australian:RRP

$349.95 inc GST

three year warranty

New Zealand:RRP

$399.00 inc GST

three year warranty

Availability
D-Link products are distributed in Australia by: BJE Enterprises, BluechipIT, Edsys, LAN 1, Pacific
Datacom, Page Data, Synnex Australia, and Ingram Micro Australia.
D-Link products are distributed in New Zealand by: Dove Electronics NZ, LAN 1 Distribution NZ,
and Ingram Micro NZ.
About D-Link

D-Link is the global leader in connectivity for small, medium and large enterprise business networking.
The company continues to strive for excellence as an award winning designer, developer, and
manufacturer of networking, broadband, digital electronics, voice and data communications solutions for
the digital home, Small Office/Home Office (SOHO), Small to Medium Business (SMB), and Workgroup to
Enterprise environments. With millions of networking and connectivity products manufactured and
shipped, D-Link is a dominant market participant and price/performance leader in the networking and
communications market. D-Link Australia and New Zealand headquarters are located at 1 Giffnock
Avenue, North Ryde, NSW, 2113, Sydney Australia. Phone (02) 8899 1800 FAX (02) 8899 1868;
Internet www.dlink.com.au; email marketing@dlink.com.au.
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